RD 16 - PREVIEW
DIVISION
TWO
MEN
Gators vs All Stars: Given what we saw last week all eyes will be on Collingwood here and their ability to
respond from a very unlike-Collingwood performance. Also worth noting the All Stars have lost their last
two, so they have plenty of pressure on them out at Altona. As for the home team, the season is gone so
they can go into this one with no pressure and just a thirst for causing an upset. Expect a statement game
from Collingwood.
Panthers vs Dragons: Camberwell showed there was some life in them last week and they’ll need to keep
that going if they hope to play finals this season. One of the teams they are chasing is Wallan, who beat
them first time around by 7pts. Head-to-head could be key here, so watch the game closely down the
stretch if the Dragons are up. No word on Kennan Gorski’s availability, but chances are the home team
won’t need him. Panthers to win and end Camberwell’s season.
Heat vs Sharks: Mildura return home after a poor weekend onto road and they will want to use the
comfort of the Toyota Hothouse to find some form and get back on the winner’s list. Calvin Henry and
Dallas Brown will again be the keys to Mildura’s hopes. The visiting Sharks will like their chances, they are
a tight unit and relish close games, usually coming out with a win. This is a great test for the visitors,
they have the goods to win on the border - do that and they go up another notch.
Giants vs Bushrangers: Busy weekend on the road for North East, starting here against an in-form Coburg.
It’s a shame it has taken so long for the Giants to find some touch as they look like one of those teams
that could cause some real headaches if they made the finals. As it is they will miss and no doubt rue too
many missed opportunities. As for this game - mark down a comfortable win for the home team.
Eagles vs Bushrangers: It won’t get any easier for North East on Sunday with Craigieburn waiting for
them. We know the class of Kannon Burrage, but it will be interesting to see how he goes against
Craigburn’s list of hard-edged stoppers. This game has the potential to blow out, jump on the Eagles’
bandwagon. With top spot in their grasp, you get the feeling Liam Watt and his team are about to take it
to the next level.
Breakers vs Gators: How could you usable go against Mornington? With the wins starting to roll in, the
only question is where has the winning form been? The Breakers are currently showing some real grit at
both ends of the floor, sharing the ball well and working hard for each other - the result is a string of
wins. All things being equal, you would expect the home team to take care of business here against
Altona.
Warriors vs Giants: Everything says a Pakenham win, but this is easily the biggest danger game of the
weekend. James Topp is in ripping form for the Warriors and will be hoping to keep that going, while for
Coburg the form of Mweemba Maluma has been top notch and once again he will take some stopping.
Gunning for a top-two finish, the Warriors have to make sure of the win and if they can limit Maluma and
also Jordan Harding, they should have too much firepower for the Giants. Good test.

Altona vs Collingwood
Wallan vs Camberwell
Mildura vs Sth Peninsula
Coburg vs North East
Craigieburn vs North East
Mornington vs Altona
Pakenham vs Coburg

Sat 8pm
Sat 8pm
Sat 8pm
Sat 8:30pm
Sun 2pm
Sun 2pm
Sun 4pm

Altona Sports Centre
RB Robson Stadium
Toyota Hothouse
Coburg Basketball Stadium
Craigieburn Leisure Centre
Mornington Basketball Stadium
Cardinia Life

